Introduction
The nuclear spectroscopy group at SPhN is pursuing a programme on high-resolution gammaray spectroscopy at GANIL using radioactive ion beams in a wide range of energies both from in-flight fragmentation and from the SPIRAL facility. For such experiments the EXOGAM gamma-ray spectrometer was constructed: an array of 16 Clover detectors each comprising four segmented Germanium diodes. Physicist from SPhN have performed many successful experiments using EXOGAM, such as Coulomb excitation and transfer reactions with radioactive beams at Coulomb barrier energies, intermediate-energy electromagnetic excitation, studies of isomeric states in nuclei far from stability, as well as decay and in-beam spectroscopy of very heavy nuclei [1] [2] [3] [4] .
EXOGAM has been developed as a high-efficiency gamma-ray spectrometer for use with low-intensity radioactive beams from SPIRAL. Being exploited since 2001, it has shown to be well adapted for the SPIRAL physics case, but limitations of the array have also been encountered. For the next generation of radioactive beam facilities, such as SPIRAL2, the European gamma-spectroscopy community has proposed to build a new type of gamma spectrometer, the Advanced Gamma Tracking Array AGATA. From 2008 the first AGATA modules will be used in experiments, while the full array is not expected to be operational before 2015. Campaigns with an increasing number of AGATA modules will take place in different European laboratories, in particular at GANIL, at GSI/FAIR and at LNL Legnaro.
In order to make the best use of the limited number of AGATA modules available for the next few years, they will be combined with existing spectrometers, such as EXOGAM at GANIL. It is therefore very important to improve the performance of this first-generation array by making use of the developments for AGATA, in particular the digital signal processing techniques for Germanium detectors. The GANIL gamma-ray spectroscopy community proposes therefore an upgrade of the EXOGAM spectrometer, called EXOGAM2, improving its performance and making it compatible for the coupling with AGATA detectors. Details on the general physics case and the technical details can be found in the attached LoI to exploit the AGATA demonstrator at GANIL. In the following we will concentrate on the plans for the research programme of the SPhN gamma spectroscopy group, the possible DAPNIA contribution to the EXOGAM2 project, and a provisional planning.
High resolution spectroscopy programme at GANIL/SPIRAL (2008-2012)
Here we summarise our intentions for the scientific programme at GANIL in the near and mid-term future until the new SPIRAL2 facility will come into operation. The main aspect of our current research programme concerns the shell structure of nuclei and the development of nuclear shapes. Both topics are in fact very closely related: While the "classical" shell structure is responsible for an enhanced stability of spherical nuclei, the development of different nuclear shapes and their coexistence in the same isotope is a consequence of how the shell structure evolves as function of the degree of deformation. In addition, varying the neutron-to-proton ratio has important consequences on the shell structure. In order to enhance this effect, our studies are mostly performed in nuclei far from stability, i.e. at the top of the nuclear chart in the transfermium elements, close to the proton drip-line, and as far as possible in the territory of neutron-rich isotopes.
Spectroscopy of Transfermium elements
This part of our programme was started a few years ago at the University of Jyväskylä with the in-beam spectroscopy of 254 No. We are in particular interested in the spectroscopy of oddmass isotopes, which can shed light on the position of the single-particle orbitals responsible for the unknown and heavily disputed shell closures beyond 208 Pb. Besides our engagement in Jyväskylä, we are planning to perform specific experiments at GANIL using EXOGAM and the VAMOS spectrometer. VAMOS is particularly well suited for very asymmetric nuclear reactions, such as Oxygen or Neon on Uranium targets. These reactions lead to neutron-rich reaction products which are not accessible using heavier ions. As a consequence of the low recoil energy of the reaction products and their straggling in the target, only a spectrometer with a very large acceptance allows detecting the reaction products with sufficient efficiency. Such experiments are currently only possible at GANIL. A first experiment of this type to study 255 No has been accepted by the GANIL PAC and is expected to take place in the second half of 2007. For the spectroscopy of heavy elements we are developing a new focal plan detection system for VAMOS (MUSETT), which has been discussed at previous CSTS meetings and is financed by the French ANR.
These studies will strongly profit from the proposed upgrade of EXOGAM with digital electronics, which will allow measuring at higher counting rates and give more flexibility for the coupling with VAMOS. In addition, EXOGAM allows measuring gamma-gamma coincidences with a much higher efficiency than any other array currently in use. In this way the complex spectra of odd-mass nuclei can be resolved, probably up to Rutherfordium (Z=104). The compactness of EXOGAM may cause some problems due to pile-up resulting from the elevated gamma-ray multiplicity. This problem can be overcome by combining EXOGAM (in a less compact geometry) with the AGATA demonstrator in a configuration which preserves the efficiency as much as possible. The full AGATA array will be another big step forward towards heavier nuclei around Hassium (Z=108).
Shape coexistence in exotic nuclei
Our experiments investigating the shape coexistence phenomenon in nuclei around the N=Z line at mass A=70 have shown the potential of Coulomb excitation measurements using lowenergy radioactive ion beams. While the experiments performed with 76 Kr and 74 Kr beams from SPIRAL allowed a coherent description of the shape coexistence in these nuclei [1, 3] , the investigation of the N=Z nucleus 72 Kr with the same technique remains a key goal and cornerstone for the understanding of this phenomenon. An increase of the secondary beam intensity by a factor of five to ten is required to make this experiment feasible. This can either be achieved by the installation of a new ion source to boost the primary beam intensity for heavy ions, or by the use of the target fragmentation instead of the projectile fragmentation technique. We believe that the required investment and manpower are well justified in order to keep GANIL competitive during the next five years before SPIRAL2 starts its operation. An increase of the primary beam intensity would also be beneficial for the continuation of the programme to study the development of deformation and shape coexistence in the neutronrich argon isotopes, which we started in 2006.
Coulomb excitation (and transfer) experiments will profit from an upgrade of EXOGAM with digital electronics due to the higher count-rate capability and the enhanced position sensitivity. In our 44 Ar Coulomb excitation experiment we were already encountering the limiting factor of high background radiation from the relatively intense beam. EXOGAM is coupled in these experiments to highly segmented silicon detectors for the detection of scattered particles. We are taking advantage of synergies with the MUSETT project by developing a highly integrated ASIC electronics for these detectors, which will allow a higher segmentation and therefore better angular resolution. This will allow us to fully exploit the better angular resolution for gamma rays obtained by using digital pulse processing of the EXOGAM detectors.
The study of shape coexistence in exotic nuclei at GANIL is complemented by experiments at other laboratories. We have started a programme to measure lifetimes in neutron-deficient nuclei of the A=70 region after fusion-evaporation reactions at Legnaro and we plan to extend it to neutron-rich nuclei populated in deep-inelastic collisions in the future. We have furthermore proposed an experiment to study shape coexistence in neutron-rich strontium isotopes at CERN/ISOLDE; a beam which is currently not available from SPIRAL. The experiment is planned to take place in the summer or fall of 2007. We hope that a larger number of chemical elements will be available as SPIRAL beams in the future. Beam developments in parallel to the construction of SPIRAL2 will not only allow us to make better use of the SPIRAL facility, but will also be invaluable once SPIRAL2 starts its operation.
Shell structure changes in nuclear far from stability
This part of our scientific programme is still in a planning stage and should at this moment be regarded as a LoI. We plan to use inelastic scattering on proton targets to complement the Coulomb excitation experiments. Using proton scattering to populate excited states in very exotic species has several advantages. Relatively thick targets can be used for (p,p') reactions if the excited states are identified by gamma-ray spectroscopy. Using a pure (solid) hydrogen (or later deuterium) target further increases the number of target atoms for a given energy loss of the beam in the target. Even though the reaction cross sections are lower than for electromagnetic excitation in heavy targets, the total reaction rate will be higher. This allows accessing more exotic nuclei which are produced with a lower rate. In addition, combining the results obtained by Coulomb excitation and inelastic proton scattering will allow extracting the proton and neutron transition probabilities independently.
We are currently investigating possible candidates for a first experimental proposal both at SPIRAL and in-flight fragmentation energies, with a particular emphasis on shell closures in neutron-rich nuclei, e.g. at N=40. Gamma-ray spectroscopy of low-energy transfer reactions is also investigated as a tool to further understand the underlying single-particle shell structure and the evolution of shell gaps. A first experiment using gamma rays to identify states in 27 Ne populated in a (d,p) reaction was successfully performed at GANIL [4] . This programme is being developed in collaboration with the nuclear structure group at SPhN, which is pursuing the development of a thin solid hydrogen target suited for SPIRAL and SPIRAL2 energies (see the respective proposal). The spectroscopy group will concentrate on its implementation into the gamma spectrometer environment. These experiments will profit from the development of EXOGAM2 and the coupling with the AGATA demonstrator in particular when performed at intermediate energies where the Doppler effects are large and a good position resolution of the gamma detectors is very important.
Conclusions
In order to achieve the best performance for the experimental programme described above, it is planned to upgrade EXOGAM with digital electronics and to combine it for experimental campaigns with the first AGATA modules. Further details will be discussed in a joint AGATA-EXOGAM workshop in April 2007. EXOGAM2 and AGATA at GANIL are also part of a Letter of Intent for "High-resolution γ-ray spectroscopy at SPIRAL2". Some of the technical details of both projects will be described in the following section. More details will be available in the full technical design reports for both projects, which are currently being prepared.
Technical proposal for EXOGAM2
The upgrade of EXOGAM with a new digital signal processing electronics and a new data acquisition system will improve the performance of the spectrometer in many critical aspects:
• Using digital signal processing electronics with Ge detectors allows to operate them at much higher counting rates (100 kHz and beyond) without a loss in energy resolution. Experiments which are currently count-rate limited such as those exploiting highintensity stable beams or suffering from a large ambient background radioactivity will thus benefit strongly from the upgrade; • Analysing the shape of preamplifier pulses, including the transient signals during the charge collection process, allows determining the (main) interaction point in the crystal with much higher precision (a few mm) than the size of the segments. In this way the large Doppler-broadening effects encountered in experiments where the gamma rays are emitted from very rapidly moving sources can be strongly reduced. As a consequence the intrinsic resolution of the Ge detectors can be recovered.
• The new data acquisition system will operate trigger-less and thus avoid the common dead time problem, i.e. the full array cannot accept any new trigger signals as long as one detector is busy treating data. Consequently much higher trigger rates can be handled. This will be particularly important for "tagging" experiments. In addition, it will be easier to couple EXOGAM with other detectors, notably VAMOS, already on the trigger level.
Design specifications
The design specifications currently under consideration are the following: • Rate: 100 kHz per crystal.
• Time resolution: ~10 ns are sufficient as the typical intrinsic value for Ge detectors.
However, it might be useful to design a board with much better resolution (e.g. 1ns or better) for a more general use of the board (e.g. with faster detectors or RF timing).
• EXOGAM2 should run trigger-less in standalone mode. However, most of the time it will be used with ancillary devices using analogue electronics (VAMOS, TIARA, neutron wall, etc.). This implies a system that ensures data correlation from various data fluxes. A Ge multiplicity signal should be provided to ensure this. Various possibilities are under study: time stamp and clock distribution like the Global Trigger System of AGATA, the TDR "metronome" board of GREAT (Jyväskylä), or a system based on the GANIL clock distribution (extension of Centrum).
• Ge: two energy ranges up to 6 and 20 MeV are needed (as before). Energy resolution for the 6 MeV range: 2 keV at 1.3 MeV and 100 kHz; for the 20 MeV range: to be discussed. Electronics modules for the outer and inner contacts of the Ge diodes will be identical.
• BGO: should also be fully equipped with digital electronics. An energy measurement should be possible with 15% resolution. The possibility to use the same modules for the BGO and Ge channels should be considered. Online suppression should be available.
• New numerical techniques (e.g. ADONIS developed at CEA/DRT) are envisaged to be adapted to EXOGAM. This should allow reaching the design specification for rate and energy resolution.
• Data readout: for Ge: 6 MeV & 20 MeV ranges, signal rise times (t30, t60, t90), mirror charges (q1,q2), timestamp; for BGO: energy, veto, time stamp • Readout rate estimate: total 80 Mbyte/s. 5 Mbyte/s with a board having 10 ch/card.
• For test purposes the system should be able to read out raw traces.
• Readout via Fast Ethernet. One link per board. This allows speed and flexibility.
The collaboration has formed a working group which is evaluating several proposals for the new digital electronics cards of EXOGAM2. A decision should be taken by the middle of 2007 and a technical design report should be ready by the end of 2007. If these deadlines can be met, the new electronics should be operational in 2009.
The costs are rather independent of the specific solution and estimated to be of the order of ~40k€ per EXOGAM detector. Therefore an investment of ~240k€ would be needed in order to equip the 6 French EXOGAM detectors with a new digital electronics. The sharing of these costs between DAPNIA, GANIL, and IN2P3 has to be negotiated. A proposal for the French ANR is being prepared. EU support for such an investment could in principle also come from the trans-national access programme of GANIL.
The AGATA demonstrator at GANIL
AGATA is the next generation high-resolution gamma-ray spectrometer facility for nuclear structure studies based on the principle of gamma-ray tracking. AGATA will be built from a novel type of encapsulated, 36-fold segmented, high-purity germanium detectors (HPGe). In its final configuration AGATA will consist of 60 modules, each comprising three largevolume hexagonal HPGe detectors. They will operate in position-sensitive mode by employing digital electronics and pulse-shape decomposition algorithms. In this way the path of each individual gamma ray can be reconstructed from the individual interaction points in the spectrometer. The first implementation of the array, the AGATA demonstrator consisting of 5 AGATA modules, is currently being constructed and will be operational from 2008; the completion of the full array is planned for 2015. The investment for the demonstrator (~6M€) comes essentially from Germany, France, Italy, Sweden, Turkey and the UK.
A proposal to host the AGATA demonstrator at GANIL is attached to this document. It was discussed and endorsed by the AGATA Steering Committee. The current planning foresees a first installation at GANIL in 2009/10. The DAPNIA is involved in this project through its general participation in the AGATA project. No other specific requests for the installation at GANIL are planned, but in particular the work of SIS on the AGATA infrastructure is being performed in close collaboration with GANIL engineers. The GANIL staff will also profit from the involvement of DAPNIA in the development of the AGATA modules. A short report on the status of the AGATA project will be given in the oral presentation. A full design study of how AGATA will be installed at GANIL and in particular the coupling with EXOGAM is still ongoing. The latest layout is shown in the figure 1, where the AGATA detectors are shown around the incoming beam line. In this way up to 15 AGATA detectors could be mounted in the backward hemisphere, still leaving space for 8 EXOGAM detectors around 90° with respect to the beam axis. A possible movement of the AGATA detectors along the beam line would allow optimising the distance of the detectors to the target for individual experiments.
